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EFT has the potential to make for much happier and well-adjusted children. As we all know, if the kids ain’t
happy, ain’t nobody happy! Try it! The kids will love it, and you will too. Whether you are a parent, teacher,
nurse, social worker, therapist or care for children in any capacity, this book is for you.

5 Things You Must Know Before Doing EFT With Children and ...
Tapping with kids can be a very rewarding experience. In many cases kids take to tapping much faster than
adults because they are more willing to try new things and aren’t hung up on why something is working. They
just want to feel better. Here are five things to keep in mind when teaching kids to tap. (Note: All five lessons
below are hard won.

Tapping with Children
Tapping with Children A General Overview of Tapping Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) is often called
‘tapping’ or ‘psychological acupuncture’. ... show them how to tap on the fatty side of the hand. You can tell the
child it is called the side ... Huggi the bear shows kids simple, easy to use Emotional Freedom Techniques
(EFT) and ...

EFT for Kids (with CJ): How to Tap
CJ, an animated character helps show kids how to do tapping, or EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques). In this
video he introduces the tapping points and uses his little friend Flookie as a visual ...

Tapping for Children Workbook
and interesting to them. Kids want to feel better, so if you let them know what’s in it for them, they are very
often game! Kids are also very intuitive with Tapping. They tend to connect in their bodies more easily when
introduced to a method to do so, and they tend to use it on themselves more naturally than adults. Here are steps
to follow: 1.

Action Plan
Rap, Tap, Zap! (RTZ) - putting Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) into the hands of young people
"Rapping," "Tapping" and "Zapping" away unwanted and quite often otherwise difficult to address feelings, or
physical symptoms while inspiring a can-do, empowering attitude among young people is where the eft4Kids!
initiative is pointed.

EFT for Kids (with CJ): Why We Tap

CJ, an animated character, helps kids to understand how the energy in our bodies is related to intense emotions,
and how tapping can be used to make us feel better again. A great introduction to ...

RELAXATION TOOL: Emotional Freedom Technique for Kids
Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) is an awesome tool to help kids return to calm. I was in a NYC workshop
with Gabrielle Bernstein, author of Miracles Now and May Cause Miracles, a week ago.

Tapping For Kids: A Children's Guide To EFT Emotional ...
Tapping For Kids: A Children's Guide To EFT Emotional Freedom Techniques by Angie Muccillo. “Tapping
For Kids” is an EFT Children’s book designed to teach 7-11 year olds how to use EFT as a tool to help them
overcome their fears, worries and everyday traumas as well as build their self-esteem. Tapping For Kids is a
perfect gift for any children in your life!

